Curriculum News

Reading Carousel

English

A big thank you to those parents who have offered to
help with Reading Carousel this term. We will begin next
Tuesday (23rd January) at 8:30.

This week we have read and compared different Ancient Greek myths.
Our writing focus was the story of Icarus and Daedalus and The Wooden
Horse of Troy; we have thought about writing accurately and
descriptively using correct punctuation for our sentences as well as for
proper nouns.

Reminders

Maths

We are looking forward to our next Fluffy Friday
on 2nd February. If you are able to run an activity
or support a teacher led activity, please email JJ
(jjb@htpd.surrey.sch.uk). Please remind children
to bring in their £1 contribution towards the cost
of running the activities.

In maths we have further developed our understanding of fractions, using
the Bar Model to find fractions of numbers before using what we had
learned to solve worded fraction problems. .
Topic
The children learned about the different teeth both humans and animals
have. We discussed similarities and differences between different animals
teeth, why they have them and the purpose they serve. We then looked
at identifying the different types of teeth we have.
In addition, we learned about democracy this week. We discussed it’s
introduction and use in Ancient Greece as well as those who we able to
vote. We then devised our own questions and voted on their outcome
using the Ancient Greek method involving white and black stones.

PE Kits
Spellings
centre
century
certain

Thank you for making sure children came with
their correct kit this week. There were no missing
swimming kits and a very few missing PE kits!
Time machines

exercise

Please continue to collect recycling for the
children’s time machines, and a shoe box if you
have one.

notice

House Music

medicine

Remember house music will take place on
Wednesday 24th January. This is your child’s
opportunity to showcase their musical talents,
time to get practising!
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